ANNEX-I

Reply to the pre bid queries received from the intending tenderers and relating
Corrigendum
Tender No.- Ad/0019/W/Manpower Hiring/T/19-21
E-tender ID.- 2019_KoPT_502444
Particulars of the Clause.

Query.

KoPT’s Reply

1.8

Foam Tender (FCT-8) is registered
in West Bengal with all valid
documents
as
per
RTA
requirements. The contractor
shall maintain all the documents
required for operation of the
Foam Tender issued by different
authorities and keep them valid
until expiry of the contract period.

As the owner of Foam
Tender (FCT-8) is HDC,
KoPT, the documentation
like
RTO,
vehicle
registration,
insurance
will be HDC, KoPT scope
of work.

This is acceded to.
Please refer to amended
clause-1.8
in
the
Addendum at Annex-II.

1.9

The contractor shall ensure that
the Foam Tender remains healthy
and roadworthy at all times
during the contractual period
excepting the downtime period
as mentioned at clause-10.8 of
the tender document. The
contractor shall promptly take up
all required regular, periodic and
breakdown maintenances of the
Foam Tender.

As the owner of Foam
Tender (FCT-8) is HDC,
KoPT, roadworthy will be
HDC, KoPT scope of job.

This is not acceded to.
The clause will remain
as it is. However, KoPT
will bear the expenses at
actuals for obtaining the
fitness certificate.

5.2 (c)

The term “Completed work(s)”
means the similar work executed
/ completed by the tenderer as
per the terms of the work order /
contract. In case of on-going
work/contract which has not
been completed in totality, the
value of the similar work to the
extent completed by the tenderer
will also be taken as completed
works subject to furnishing of a
certificate by the beneficiary
containing the completed value
of the work and that the same
has been done by the tenderer

The term “Completed Not acceded to. The
work(s)”
means
the clause will remain as it
similar work executed /
is.
completed
by
the
tenderer as per the terms
of the work order/
contract. In case of ongoing
work/contract
which has not been
completed in totality, the
value of the similar work
to the extent completed
by the tenderer will also
be taken as completed
works
subject
to

Clause
no.

satisfactorily.

furnishing
a
self
certificate containing the
completed value of the
work and that the same
has been done by them
satisfactorily, certified by
Charted Accountant.

13

Mode of Payment.

Please ensure payment
will be within 30 days
from the receipt of
complete bill.

It is confirmed that KoPT
will endeavour to make
payment as per clause13(e) of the tender
conditions.

10.25

The contractor/ contracting firm
shall pay the wages to the
workers latest by 7th of the
subsequent month at the rates as
per the Minimum Wages Act and
as
notified
by
the
Regional/Assistant
Labour
Commissioner (Central), Kolkata
from time to time in the presence
of authorized representative of
the Principal Employer i.e.
Engineer of Contract (EoC). EoC
shall ensure that the contractor/
contracting firm is making
payment of wages to its labours
not less than the wages notified
by the appropriate authority
applicable at Haldia from time to
time.
The contractor after
disbursing the wages shall submit
various documents, details of
which will be intimated to the
successful tenderer. The rates of
minimum
wages
presently
applicable at Haldia are given at
Appendix-XVI. However, these
rates are revised by the Central
Govt. from time to time.

What if the minimum
wages
increases
abnormally high during
the contract period? As
there could be any
unexpected increase in
minimum wages, being
principal
employer
KoPT should
reimburse
the same to contractor.
Please confirm?

KoPT will not reimburse
additional expenditure
that may be incurred by
the
contractor
excepting for escalation
in the fuel cost as per
clause-10.22
of the
tender document.

2.4 (b)

Provide rent free barrack facility
behind 1st Oil Jetty towards
accommodation of the off-duty
personnel deployed by the
contractor, if required.

Accommodation
Taken note of.
provided by KoPT should
be
in
good
living
condition.

6.3(c)

The ‘quoted rates’ for the same
shall be deemed to be inclusive of
all costs with respect to but not
limited to labour, supervision,
tools & tackles, diesel, engine oil,
other consumables, overheads,
insurance,
profits,
various
incidental,
intermediate/
auxiliary/ ancillary or enabling
works etc.

Major Tool & tackles and
spares, accessories, water,
foam etc. required will be
in KoPT scope.

This is acceded to. The
major tools, tackles,
accessories
as
are
available
with
the
tender to be repaired,
operated
and
maintained
by
the
contractor
will
be
provided
by
KoPT
initially. Any additional
requirement
and/or
subsequent
replacement to such
tools,
tackles,
accessories will be the
responsibility of the
contractor. Besides, the
contractor
will
be
responsible
for
providing foam solution
at
the
time
of
commissioning of the
tender. The same will be
replenished
subsequently by KoPT.
Please see amended
clause at Annex-II.

10.11

The contractor shall obtain RFID
permit from HDC Authority/its
representatives on chargeable
basis for entry of his manpower
deployed under the contract
inside the dock on payment of
necessary applicable charges as
per laid down procedure. The
present rates of RFID permits are
given at Annex-XI.

Kindly confirm which
points of appendix XI will
be applicable for this
contract.

The item under sl. No. 1
i.e. “Dock Permit per
person”
will
be
applicable.

ANNEX-II
Corrigendum
Sl.
No.

Clause
No.
1.8

Existing clause details as per the
tender document.

Amended/additional Clause.

Foam Tender (FCT-8) is registered
in West Bengal with all valid
documents
as
per
RTA
requirements. The contractor
shall maintain all the documents
required for operation of the
Foam Tender issued by different
authorities and keep them valid
until expiry of the contract period.

Foam Tender (FCT-8) is registered in
West Bengal with all valid documents as
per RTA requirements. The contractor
shall maintain all the documents
required for operation of the Foam
Tender issued by different authorities
and keep them valid until expiry of the
contract period excepting documents
relating to Certificate of Fitness,
Insurance, Road Tax and PUC.

6.3(b)
(iv)

(Additional Clause)

The major tools, tackles, accessories as
are available with the tender to be
repaired, operated and maintained by
the contractor will be provided to the
contractor by KoPT initially. Any
additional requirement and / or
subsequent replacement to such tools,
tackles and accessories will be the
responsibility of the contractor. Besides,
the contractor will be responsible for
providing foam solution at the time of
commissioning of the tender. The same
will be replenished subsequently by
KoPT.

6.3(c)

All
items
of
work/service
mentioned in “SoR” shall be
carried out as per the technical
specifications, scope of work,
relevant codes and instructions of
the “EoC”. The ‘quoted rates’ for
the same shall be deemed to be
inclusive of all costs with respect
to but not limited to labour,
supervision, tools & tackles, diesel,
engine oil, other consumables,
overheads, insurance, profits,
various incidental intermediate/
auxiliary/ ancillary or enabling
works etc.

All items of work/service mentioned in
“SoR” shall be carried out as per the
technical specifications, scope of work,
relevant codes and instructions of the
“EoC”. The ‘quoted rates’ for the same
shall be deemed to be inclusive of all
costs with respect to but not limited to
labour, supervision, various incidental /
auxiliary / ancillary or enabling works as
also for providing additional tools and
tackles and accessories over and above
what will be provided by KoPT including
replacement of these as may be
required during the period of the
contract.

